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Abstract

The results of background measurements with the prototype of the Borexino detector (CTF) have been used to obtain
bound on the neutrino magnetic moment,µν . The new upper limit forµν frompp and7Be solar neutrinos is(5.5× 10−10)µB
(90% c.l.) in the Standard Solar Model scenario. This is the first limit onµν obtained using sub-MeV neutrinos. The sensitiv
of the prototype to the neutrino charge radius and the neutrino radiative decay are also presented.
 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

The Lorentz-covariant total electromagnetic c
rent for fermions can be presented in the followi
form [1]:

Jα(q)= F
(
q2)γα +G(

q2)(q2γα − 2i(qα)
)
γ5

(1)+M(
q2)σα,βqβ + iE(

q2)σα,βqβγ5,

where q is the energy–momentum transfer to t
fermion and the functionsF(q2), G(q2), M(q2) and
E(q2) are usually referred to as the electromagne
anapole, magnetic and electric dipole form facto
respectively. In the limitq → 0, F is the fermion
electric charge,M is the dipole magnetic moment an
E the electric dipole moment of the fermion. In th
following we discuss the existing limits on the abo
electromagnetic form factors for neutrinos.
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Assuming electric charge conservation in neut
decayn→ p + e− + νe , experimental measuremen
of the p + e− [2] and n [3] charge lead to the up
per limit |eνe | � 10−21e. From astrophysical consid
erations, including solar and SN1987A data, the l
its on the neutrino charge are less stringenteν �
(10−13−10−17)e [4,5].

The charge radius of the neutrino

〈
r2

〉 � 6
δF (q2)

δq2

∣∣∣∣
q2=0

(as well as the anapole moment for the Majora
neutrino) is induced by radiative corrections in t
Standard Model of electroweak interactions (SM) a
has a value equal to

GF

2
√

2π2
ln
M2
W

m2
e

∼ 3.2× 10−33 cm2

for the electron neutrino [6,7]. Modern accelera
experiments studyingνµ–e scattering have sensitivit
a few times poorer than needed to see the effec
these radiative corrections. The charge radius of
electron and muon neutrino has a bound of−2.97×
10−32 � 〈r2〉 � 4.14× 10−32 cm2 [8,9] and|〈r2〉| �
6× 10−33 cm2 [10,11], respectively.

The neutrino magnetic momentµν =M(0) in the
SM is proportional to the neutrino mass. The value
µν is

(2)µν = 3meGF

4π2
√

2
mνµB ≈ 3.2× 10−19

(
mν

1 eV

)
µB,
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whereµB is the electron Bohr magneton. The curre
95% c.l. upper limit on the neutrino mass is 2.2 eV [1
13], hence the neutrino magnetic moment calcula
in the SM is less than 10−18µB . A nonzero neutrino
electric dipole moment,dν = E(0), is CP violating
and, up to now, such a moment has not been obse
for any particle. Both dipole moments,(µν, dν), are
forbidden for Majorana neutrinos in the case of CP
invariance.

Since the mid 80s, the neutrino magnetic mom
hypothesis has been widely discussed in the con
of astrophysics. The solar neutrino flux measured
the Cl–Ar detector (Homestake) seemed to sho
significant time variation in correlation with the sol
magnetic activity as reported in [14–16]. It was sho
[17–19] that this correlation could be caused by
interaction of the neutrino magnetic moment with t
magnetic field in the convective zone of the Su
This interaction leads to a flip of the neutrino helic
converting left-handed neutrinos into right-hand
ones, which are not participating in the charg
current reactions in the detector. The value of
magnetic moment required for the observation of s
variations with the present operating solar neutri
detectors lies in the range of(10−10–10−11)µB . At
present Homestake data are still analyzed to searc
the mentioned time variations [20–22].

The so-called resonant spin-flavor precess
(RSFP) of solar neutrinos due to the interaction of th
transition magnetic moments with the solar magn
field provides a suitable solution to the solar neutr
problem withµν � 10−11µB [23–27].

The value of 10−10µB is eight orders of mag
nitude higher than the value predicted by the S
but does not contradict the limit obtained in lab
ratory experiments. The elastic scattering of a n
trino by an electron turns out to be the most sen
tive reaction to search for a nonzero neutrino m
netic moment. The measured cross sections for
process set the restrictionµνe � (1.8 × 10−10)µB on
a possible magnetic moment for electron antineu
nos [28,29],11µνe � (1.1×10−9)µB for electron neu-
trinos [8], µνµ � (6.8 × 10−10)µB for muon neutri-

11 Recently [30], a preliminary result for limit onµν for the
reactorν̄e at the level of(1.3−1.7) × 10−10µB has been reported
by the MUNU [31] and TEXONO [32] Collaborations.
nos [8] andµντ � (3.9 × 10−7)µB for tau neutrinos
[33].

The most stringent limits on the neutrino magne
moment in the range of(10−12–10−10)µB come from
astrophysical observations. These limits are ba
mainly on the fact that the scattering of neutrin
with a large magnetic moment by charged partic
would lead to an intensive production of right-hand
neutrinos that do not participate in weak interactio
and hence change the dynamics of stars. The ob
vation of neutrinos formed as a result of a sup
nova burst, SN1987A, has led to the limit of 10−12µB
([4,5] and references therein). As far as solar neu
nos are concerned, an upper bound for a magn
moment using8B neutrinos was obtained in [34
µν � (2.2−2.3) × 10−10µB using data from Super
Kamiokande, Kamiokande and Homestake. A m
recent analysis of the Super-Kamiokande8B data sets
an upper limit on the neutrino magnetic moment
the level of(1.5 × 10−10)µB (90% c.l.) [35]. Bounds
on the elements of the neutrino magnetic mom
tensor of the order of some units of 10−10µB were
obtained from solar neutrinos data in [36,37]. Fro
Super-Kamiokande and SNO data the charge ra
is limited at values� 6.9 × 10−32 cm2 [36]. More-
over, from the same data, taking into account thatµν
and 〈r2〉 are correlated, it is found:−1.2 × 10−32 �
〈r2〉 � 2.7× 10−32 cm2, whenµν = 0 for Dirac neu-
trinos [38].

From the above discussion one can see that
existing experimental bounds are far from the va
predicted by the SM. However, in models with righ
handed bosons or with an extended sector of sc
particles, the magnetic moment can be proportiona
the mass of intermediate leptons and can have va
at the level of the experimental limits reported [39,4

In this Letter we present the limits on the neutri
magnetic moment, charge radius and neutrino ra
tive decay life time obtained for the first time in th
sub-MeV neutrino region with a Borexino prototyp
The preliminary results were reported in [41].

2. The experimental setup and the results of
measurements

Borexino, a real-time detector for low energy ne
trino spectroscopy, is near completion in the und
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ground laboratory at Gran Sasso (see [42] and re
ences therein). The main goal of the detector is
direct measurement of the flux of7Be solar neutrinos
via neutrino–electron scattering in an ultra-pure liq
scintillator. Borexino will also address several oth
frontier questions in particle physics, astrophysics
geophysics.

2.1. The counting test facility detector

The counting test facility (CTF) of the Borexin
detector was constructed in Hall C of the Gran Sa
Laboratory. The main goal of the CTF was to test
key concept of Borexino, namely the possibility
purify a large mass of liquid scintillator at a level
contamination in U and Th of a few times 10−16 g/g.
This goal was successfully achieved with the fi
prototype (CTF-I, [43]) operated in 1995–1997. T
detector was reinstalled in 1999 (CTF-II, [44]) wi
the purpose of serving as a facility for the qual
control of the pseudocumene to be delivered for
Borexino experiment. Although the CTF is a larg
scale detector (4 tons of liquid scintillator), its size
nonetheless modest in comparison to Borexino (
tons). A mass in the 4-ton range was set by
need to make the prevailing scintillator radioimpurit
measurable via delayed coincidence tagged even
the decay chains of U/Th and in theβ decay of85Kr.
The primary goal of the CTF was test of the des
and purification issues for Borexino; in the future the
will be also the long-range goal of performing qual
control during Borexino operations. Detailed repo
on the CTF have been published [42–47].

As a simplified, scaled version of the Borexino d
tector, the CTF contains a volume of liquid scint
lator in a 2 m diameter transparent inner nylon v
sel mounted at the center of an open structure
supports 100 phototubes (PMT) [48] which det
the scintillation signals. The whole system is plac
within a cylindrical tank (11 m in diameter and 10
height) that contains 1000 tons of ultra-pure wa
which provide 4.5 m of shielding against neutro
originating from the rock and against externalγ rays
from PMTs and other construction materials. The sc
tillator used for the major part of tests in the CTF
was a binary mixture consisting of pseudocume
(PC, C9H12) as a solvent and 1.5 g/L of PPO (2,5-
diphenyloxazole) as a fluor. The CTF-II data an
lyzed in the present Letter were acquired with an
ternate liquid scintillator solvent, phenylxylyletha
(PXE, C16H18).12 The scintillator was carefully puri
fied to ensure the238U and232Th in it were less than
10−15 g/g. The PMTs are 8-inch diameter ETL 93
tubes made of low radioactivity glass and charac
ized by high quantum efficiency (26% at 420 nm), lim
ited transit time spread (1 ns) and good pulse he
resolution for single photoelectrons (Peak/Valley =
2.5). The number of photoelectrons registered by
PMT for a 1 MeV energy deposit at the detector’s c
ter is about 3.5 for the PXE.

2.2. Response function of the CTF-II detector

The energy of an event in the CTF detector
defined using the total collected charge from all PM
In a simple approach the energy is supposed to
linear with respect to the total collected charge. T
coefficient linking the event energy and the to
collected charge is called the light (or photoelectr
yield. The light yield for electrons can be consider
linear with respect to its energy only for energ
above 1 MeV. At low energies the phenomenon
“ionization quenching” violates the linear dependen
of the light yield versus energy [49]. The deviatio
from the linear law can be taken into account
the ionization deficit functionf (kB,E), wherekB is
Birks’ constant. For the calculations of the ionizati
quenching effect for PXE scintillator we used the K
program from the CPC library [50].

Because of this nonlinear dependence of the l
yield versus energy released, due to the ioniza
quenching effect, the CTF resolution should be
pressed in terms of the total registered charge, wh
is directly measured in the experiment.

A study with the radioactive sources placed at d
ferent positions inside the CTF inner vessel show
that the CTF response can be approximated b
Gaussian with sigma defined by the following fo
mula:

(3)σQ =
√
(1+ v1)Q+ vpQ2,

12 With p-diphenylbenzene (para-terphenyl) as a primary wa
length shifter at a concentration of 2 g/L along with a secondary
wavelength shifter 1,4-bis-(2-methylstyrol)-benzene (bis-MSB
50 mg/L.
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where

• Q = AEf (kB,E)vf is the mean total registere
charge for events of energyE distributed over the
detector’s volume;

• v1 = 1
NPM

∑NPM
i=1 siv1i is the relative variance o

the PMT single photoelectron charge spectr
(v1i ) averaged over all PMTs (NPM), taking into
account theith PMTs relative sensitivitysi (v1 =
0.34);

• A is the scintillator specific light yield measure
in photoelectrons per MeV (A= 350 p.e./MeV in
CTF-II for events at the detector’s center);

• vf is the volume factor, coming from avera
ing the signals over the CTF volume (vf ≡
〈Q〉V /Q0 = 1.005);

• vp is the parameter which takes into account
variance of the signal for a source uniformly d
tributed over the detector’s volume(vp ≡
(〈Q2〉V − 〈Q〉2

V )/Q
2
0 = 0.0023). This paramete

gives additional signal variance for a source d
tributed over the detector’s volume in comparis
to a point-like source at the detector’s center. T
last case will naturally yieldvp = 0 (andvf = 1).

All the parameters in (3) were defined with sat
factory precision from the CTF-II data (see [51,52] f
the details). The radial dependence of the detecto
sponse was defined from the experimental data as w

For the energy resolution one can use the appr
mationσE/E ≈ σQ/Q.

2.3. Data selection and residual background
modeling

In our analysis we used data from CTF-II with 32
days of data taking (see Fig. 1). Muon identificati
cuts remove most of the background induced
muons (more details on the muon veto can be fo
in [44]). The remaining background is shown in Fig
(line B). Although the absolute number of muo
events is higher at low energies, the relative reduc
by the cut is more pronounced at high energ
Pulse shape analysis was employed to disting
signals caused by electrons andα particles. Line C in
Fig. 1 shows the remaining, predominantly electr
like background.

The major part of the CTF background in t
energy region up to 200 keV is induced by theβ
activity of 14C. Another relatively strong source o
background is the soft part of theβ and γ spectra
coming from the decay of40K present in the detecto
construction materials (the decays occur outside of
scintillator volume).
: (A) raw
Fig. 1. The CTF-II background in the low energy region and the result of the sequential cuts applied in order to reduce background
data; (B) muons cut; (C) (α/β) discrimination; (D) radial cut (withR = 100 cm).
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400 keV.

ak of the
Fig. 2. The fit (line 1) of the CTF-II data (points with error bars) performed to study the behaviour of the background in the range 100–
The background is mainly due to internal39Ar and 85Kr (line 2); external40K (line 3); internal and external222Rn and238U–232Th chain
(line 4). The response functions (1)–(4) are calculated with the Monte Carlo method. The shift in the position of the full absorption pe
1.46 MeV40K γ ’s is due to the ionization quenching effect (see Section 2).
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An analysis has been performed, showing that
source of 40K is outside the inner vessel [44].
shows that most of the40K events can be remove
by applying a radial cut on the reconstructed ev
position (see [46] for the details of the reconstruct
code). A study to look for best radial cut has be
performed, varying the radius fromR = 90 cm toR =
110 cm. The final goal was to provide maximal surfa
background reduction with a minimal loss of t
14C events uniformly distributed over the detecto
volume. It was found that the best ratio betwe
the background reduction and detector’s effec
volume is achieved atR = 100 cm. Using this cut
a background reduction of a factor of about 8 in
energy region around 250 keV was achieved. At
same time only about 30% of the14C spectrum is los
in the region of interest (line D in Fig. 1).

The remaining electron background at the reg
250–450 keV of∼ 0.07 counts/(keVkg yr) is the
lowest value achieved in large-scale, low-backgro
installations.

The residual background is practically linear in t
region 220–450 keV, and one can expect the s
linear behaviour down to the lower limit used. A d
tailed Monte Carlo simulations of the detector’s ba
grounds were performed taking into account all p
sible contributions from238U, 232Th, 40K, 39Ar and
85Kr in the scintillator, from238U, 232Th and40K in
the surrounding water and in the inner vessel mate
In Fig. 2 we show the result of the CTF-II backgrou
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Table 1
The results of the fit before and after the radial cut (RC) applied. One can see that the parameters responsible for the14C spectrum shape (A, kB
andα) remains unchanged within their errors

Par χ2 N0 A kB α a b

Before RC 325
306 (1.79± 0.02)× 107 372± 8 (1.5± 0.1)× 10−3 −0.55± 0.3 360± 15 −1.47± 0.05

After RC 317
306 (1.22± 0.01)× 107 373± 7 (1.5± 0.1)× 10−3 −0.75± 0.4 53.6±2.5 −0.24± 0.01
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fit using the Monte Carlo data. It should be noted
good agreement of the fit with experimental data in
energy window 230–2300 keV (χ2 = 284/237 d.o.f.).
The shape of the background underlying the14C β
spectrum has a linear behaviour with a negative sl
for energies between 100 and 400 keV (see inse
Fig. 2).

The residual background at low energies is do
inated by the14C β spectrum, but its shape is si
nificantly effected by the detector efficiency atE �
130 keV. The part of the spectrum starting at 138 k
has been used for the residual background mode
in order to avoid the spectrum distortions caused
the mentioned effect. The efficiency was estima
with Monte Carlo, taking into account the spatial d
tribution of the events, the electronics threshold a
the map of working PMTs. More details on the thres
old effect can be found in [51].

The β decay of 14C is an allowed ground stat
to ground state (0+ → 1+) Gamow–Teller transition
with an endpoint energy ofE0 = 156 keV and half-life
of 5730 years. The14C spectrum in the CTF detecto
was studied in detail in [45]. The deviations fro
the allowed shape of the14C spectrum are usuall
parametrized asC(E) = 1 + αE. Although theβ
decay of14C has been investigated by many grou
over almost 50 years, the situation with the sha
factor is still unclear [53]. Therefore, we leave th
parameter free in our estimations. The procedure
fitting the14C spectrum is described in detail in [51]

The model function for the residual backgroundc
be written as the sum of the14C spectrumSβ and the
polynomial for the underlying background

(4)SModel(Q)=N0S
β
(
Q, {A,kB,α}

) + a + bQ,
with 6 free parameters:

• N0 is the number of14C decays;
• A is scintillator light yield measured in p.e./MeV;
• kB is quenching factor;
• α is 14C shape factor (MeV−1);
• a, b are the parameters describing the lin

background underlying the residual spectrum.

The endpoint energy of the14C spectrum has bee
measured in other experiments with sufficient ac
racyE0 = (156± 0.5) keV and was fixed in our cal
culations. The endpoint energy is strongly correla
with the energy scale parameterA and there is no nee
to free both parameters in the fit.

Theχ2 method was used to find the best values
the free parameters of the model function,

χ2 ≡
∑
i

(SModel
i − SExp

i )2

SModel
i

,

whereSExp
i andSModel

i are the contents of theith bin
of the experimental histogram and the correspond
model value, respectively. The analysis of the CTF
spectrum for 32.1 days of data in the energy reg
138–420 keV before and after the radial cut (RC)
shown in Table 1. The comparison of the parame
leads to the conclusion that the shape of the spec
is not influenced by the radial cut applied. The ra
of the values of theN0 parameter before and aft
the radial cut gives us an efficiency of the RC
ε = 0.67 for events uniformly distributed over th
detector volume.

The error estimate for each parameter was defi
by analyzing the behaviour of theχ2(N0,A, kB,α,

a, b) function using the following algorithm. Firs
a set of equidistant values of the parameter was ch
in a wide interval around the best-fit value of t
same parameter. Then, for each parameter value
the set, the minimum of theχ2 was found leaving
the remaining 5 parameters free. The increase
χ2 by one unit with respect toχ2

min gives the one
standard deviation interval for the parameter un
consideration.
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The value of the parametersA andkB agree with
values obtained from separate measurements m
with a radon source; the range of values forα is
not ruled out by existing experiments. The lar
uncertainty in the parametersα andkB reflects the fac
that the corrections caused by these two parameter
small in the analyzed region (E > 138 keV), and tha
they are anticorrelated.

3. Analysis

3.1. Neutrino–electron elastic scattering

Neutrino–electron elastic scattering is the most s
sitive test for a neutrino magnetic moment search
the SM, the scattering of a neutrino with a nonz
magnetic moment is determined both by a weak in
action term and by a one-photon exchange contr
tion. The latter changes the helicity of the final ne
trino state. Therefore, the amplitudes of the weak
electromagnetic scattering do not interfere, at leas
the level of∼mν/Eν , and the total cross section is th
sum of the two cross sections.

The differential cross section for the weak con
bution to neutrino–electron elastic scattering has
form:

dσW

dTe
(Te,Eν)

(5)= 4σ0

[
g2
L + g2

R

(
1− Te

Eν

)2

− gLgR Teme
2E2
ν

]
,

where σ0 = G2
Fme
2π = 4.28 × 10−45 cm2/MeV, the

values ofgR and gL depend only on the Weinber
angle (sin2 θW = 0.2315) withgL = gV + gA = 1

2 +
sin2 θW , gR = gV − gA = sin2 θW , and Eν and Te
are the energies of the incident neutrino and
recoil electron. The scattering due to a charge ra
interferes with the weak scattering contribution.
this case the parametersgR and gL are modified in
accordance with a new value ofg′

V = gV + x, where

x =
√

2πα
3GF

〈r2〉 = 2.38× 1030〈r2〉 cm2.
Theν–e scattering cross section associated with

magnetic moment is

(6)
dσµν

dTe
(Te,Eν)= πr20µ2

ν

(
1

Te
− 1

Eν

)
,

whereµν is an effective neutrino magnetic mome
measured inµB units, andr0 = 2.818× 10−13 cm is
the classical electron radius. We analyzed our dat
the assumption that the cross section is describe
Eq. (6).

In case of neutrino mixingµ2
ν is given by [35,36]

(7)µ2
ν =

∑
j

∣∣∣∣
∑
k

µjkAk(E,L)

∣∣∣∣
2

,

whereµjk is the fundamental matrix which characte
izes the neutrino electromagnetic coupling;Ak(E,L)
is the probability amplitude of the neutrino ma
eigenstateνk at the detector, if produced in the su
core asνe . In the general caseµ2

ν might depend no
only on the mixing angles but also on the neutrino
ergy and source-detector distanceL. For the vacuum
oscillationsAk(E,L) = Ueke−iEkL, whereUek is an
element of the mixing matrix.13 With reasonable as
sumptions in the case of vacuum oscillationsµ2

ν has
no dependence onL andEν and depends only onµjk
and vacuum mixingUek . In particular, for Dirac neu
trinos:µ2

ν = ∑3
k=1 |Uek|2|µkk|2. On the contrary, for

Majorana neutrinos and assuming only two relev
mass eigenstates,µ2

ν = |µ12|2 [35].
If the neutrino flavor conversion is caused

the MSW mechanism then the probability amplitu
Ak(E,L) is defined by the mixing angle in the su
matter. The former depends onδm2/Eν . For three
light neutrinos, the effective magnetic moment
[35–37]

µ2
ν = Pe1µ2

11 + (1− Pe1)µ2
22 +µ2

12 + Pe1µ2
13

(8)+ (1− Pe1)µ2
23,

where Pe1 = |A1(E,L)|2 is the probability of the
νe → ν1 transition after crossing the resonant po
Since the expression forµ2

ν contains a sum of pos
tive terms one can set upper bounds on eachµjk (ex-
ceptµ33) using the upper limit onµ2

ν andPe1 value.
Recently, the KamLAND Collaboration [56] has pr
vided further experimental data in favour of the LM
solution to the solar neutrinos puzzle. The LMA so
tion givesPe1 close to 0.5 in the case of Borexino (su
MeV neutrinos). As follows from Eq. (8), this valu

13 The weak “interaction eigenstates”,νl (l = e,µ, τ ), are related
to the mass eigenstates,νi , by virtue of a unitary mixing matrix,U :
νl =

∑3
i=1Uliνi .
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is optimal to constrain the sum of transition mome
µ2

12 + µ2
23 + µ2

13 for Majorana neutrinos [37] and d
agonal magnetic momentsµ2

11 + µ2
22 for Dirac neu-

trinos. This fact, together with a low threshold for t
recoil electrons (250 keV), makes Borexino subst
tially more sensitive to the search for the solar n
trino magnetic moment than any of the existing exp
iments.

The energy dependence of the cross sections
the magnetic and weak scattering differs significan
for Te � Eν their ratio is proportional to 1/Te,
i.e., a decrease of the electron detection thres
will increase the sensitivity of the experiment to t
magnetic moment.

To get the expected energy spectrum of the re
electrons in the detector it is necessary to fold
cross sections (5) and (6) with the neutrino spectr
φν(E):

(9)
dN

dTe
(Te)=

Eνmax∫
Eνmin(Te)

dσ

dTe
(Te,Eν)φν(Eν) dEν.

In this expression,Eνmin(Te)= Te
2 (1+√

1+ 2me/Te ),
is the minimum energy of the neutrino at which a
coil electron with an energyTe can be generated.
In the calculations we used the neutrino flux
given by the Standard Solar Model (SSM) [54] a
neutrino energy spectra from [55]. The signal sha
(9) were convoluted with the detector response fu
tion

(10)

S(Q)=NeT ε
∫
dN

dTe

(
Te(Q

′)
)dTe
dQ

Res(Q,Q′) dQ′,

where Res(Q,Q′) = 1√
2π σQ

e− 1
2 ((Q−Q′)/σQ)2 is the

detector response function,σQ is defined by (3).
The expected spectra for the SSM neutrino w

contribution,SW (Q), and the magnetic one,Sµν (Q)
(for µν = 10−9µB ) are shown in Fig. 3. The spect
are calculated in accordance with (4) using the cr
sections (5) and (6) for the total number of targ
electrons in CTF-IINe = 1.36 × 1030, the time of
data takingT = 32.1 days, and an efficiencyε =
0.67 defined by the spatial cut applied and with
dead time of the electronics subtracted. The w
interaction contribution was not taken into accou
because it is more than one order of magnitude
than the limit from the electromagnetic contributi
(see Fig. 3).
and weak
Fig. 3. The experimental spectrum measured by the CTF-II (upper plot with error bars) and the expected spectra for magnetic
scattering ofpp and (7Be) neutrinos calculated in accordance with (5)–(6), (9)–(10).
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3.2. Upper limit on the neutrino magnetic moment

If the total rate in the energy region around 220 k
in Fig. 3 would be attributed to the neutrino magne
scattering, then a conservative estimate of the neu
magnetic moment isµν = (1.2 × 10−9)µB . In our
analysis we used the different energy dependenc
the background spectrum and the spectrum of the
coil electrons due to the magnetic scattering. An an
sis interval of 185–380 keV was chosen to select
region with maximal statistical significance of the e
pected effect while minimizing the additional syste
atic uncertainties related to the linear background
increases at lower energies.

The α, kB and A parameters were fixed in th
analysis at the values found during the data fitt
in the high statistics region of 138–420 keV; t
other three parameters were free. Changes inα and
kB do not significantly influence the results of th
analysis; the parameterA is also well establishe
experimentally, from separate measurements wit
radon source.

An analysis of the upper limit for a possib
magnetic moment of the neutrino was perform
minimizing the

χ2(N0, a, b,µ
2
ν

) ≡
∑ (SModel

i + Sµνi − SExp
i )2

SModel
i + Sµνi

for different values ofµ2
ν . The minimum of theχ2

corresponds toµν = (3.2 × 10−10)µB . In order to
define an upper limit forµν , the probability function,
P(χ2(µ2

ν)), was renormalized to the physical regi
µ2
ν � 0, in accordance with the recommendations

the Particle Data Group [5]. The integration of t
probability function gives 0.9 (90% c.l.) forµν =
(5.5×10−10)µB . This limit is practically independen
of the lower bound of the analyzed energy regi
The fit with an exponential underlying backgrou
gives slightly stronger limit on theµν = (5.0 ×
10−10)µB . So our limit is practically independen
of the model chosen. The results of the best fit
µν = (5.5 × 10−10)µB are shown in Fig. 4. The
neutrino magnetic moment ofµν = (5.5× 10−10)µB
(excluded with 90% c.l.) would yield about 20
of the total background in the region 200–250 ke
This low ‘signal to noise’ sensitivity is explaine
by the similarity of the shapes of the backgrou
and the magnetic moment effect (linear function w
Fig. 4. The fit in the region 185–380 keV forµν = (5.5× 10−10)µB . (1) the spectrum of recoil electrons due to magnetic scattering; (2)14C
β spectrum; (3) linear background; (4) total fit.
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small negative slope), and by the impossibility
perform ‘background only’ measurements with t
Sun ‘switched off’, as in the reactor experiments.

The limit obtained is only about 3 times wor
compared to the 825-day Super-Kamiokande re
[35], and is the first one obtained with sub-Me
neutrinos in a direct experiment. As one can see fr
Fig. 3 the limit on the magnetic moment with th
Borexino detector will be improved by an order
magnitude when Borexino will achieve sensitivity f
7Be neutrinos.

3.3. Other neutrino electromagnetic properties

We also analyzed the sensitivity of the CTF-II da
to a potential neutrino charge radius. In accorda
with (5) the energy spectrum of recoil electrons h
the same shape as in the case of weak scattering
this reason, the low energy threshold of the CTF
offers no advantage in searching for a neutrino cha
radius. The upper limit we obtained is〈r2〉 � 2.2 ×
10−30 cm2 (90% c.l.). The expected spectrum of t
recoil electrons for this value of the charge radius
shown in Fig. 5. The result is poorer than the o
obtained in accelerator experiments [8–11] and w
r

8B solar neutrinos [36,38]. It was also found that t
sensitivity of the detector to the weakly interacti
pp neutrinos is about 46 times the flux predicted
the SSM, i.e.,φ(pp) � 46φSSM(pp) at 90% c.l. This
should be compared to the results of the SAGE
GALLEX/GNO experiments of 0.58 ± 0.04 φSSM,
nevertheless our result is the first available using s
pp-neutrino detected in real-time.

If neutrinos have mass, then the heavier ones c
decay to lighter onesνH → νL + γ . A search for
neutrino decay provides information about neutr
mass and mixing [57–61]. The CTF can detect
γ rays that appear in a neutrino radiative decay.
procedure for this analysis was the same as in the
of searching for a neutrino magnetic moment and
been described separately in [62]. Because this pro
is related to that which governs a possible neutr
magnetic moment, we give the limits here, deriv
from a likelihood function analysis at 90% c.l. (Fig. 5
τc.m./mν > 4.2× 103 s/eV (α = 0), τc.m./mν > 9.7×
103 s/eV (α = 1) and τc.m./mν > 1.5 × 103 s/eV
(α = −1); here the parameterα defines the angula
distribution of the photon, relative to the spin of t
decaying neutrino in the neutrino rest frame, a
relates to the space–time structure of the decay ve
tion
ius
Fig. 5. The fit in the region 185–380 keV for radiative neutrino decay andνe–e scattering due to a charge radius. (1) Monte Carlo calcula
of the γ signal from νH → νL + γ decay forτ/mν = 4.2 × 103 eV−1; (2) spectrum of recoil electrons for a neutrino charge rad
〈r2〉 = 2.2× 10−30 cm2.
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This is more than one order of magnitude stron
than obtained in reactor and accelerator experim
[63–68], but is still poorer in comparison to th
astrophysical considerations [69,70].

4. Conclusions

Although no solar neutrinos were observed
the Borexino prototype set-up, the outstanding ba
ground levels achieved provides limits on the elec
magnetic properties of low-energy neutrinos. A n
upper limit on the neutrino magnetic moment frompp
and 7Be solar neutrinos has been established,µν �
(5.5×10−10)µB (90% c.l.), in the assumption of SSM
neutrino fluxes. This value is only 3 times weaker th
the one obtained from reactor neutrinos and using8B
solar neutrinos. The upper limit for the charge rad
is 〈r2〉 � 2.2 × 10−30 cm2 (90% c.l.). The low en-
ergy threshold of CTF has no essential advantage
searching for the charge radius, as it does in the ca
the neutrino magnetic moment and neutrino radia
decay. The limit for the mean life time ofpp and7Be
neutrino radiative decayτc.m./mν > 4.2× 103 s/eV is
stronger than the one obtained in direct laboratory
periments. All these results are the first ones obta
using sub-MeV neutrinos.

The Borexino detector will improve the bounds
µν at least by one order of magnitude and bounds
the charge radius and the mean life time of the neut
radiative decay by roughly two orders of magnitude
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